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RESTAURANT REVIEWS

FREE MEMBERS’ FORUMS – NOTE YOUR DIARIES NOW!
Due to unforeseen circumstances, Cardiff & District Law Society’s Members’ Forum for May had to be cancelled, but
has been rescheduled to take place on 25th June 2014. Details below.

‘How to Make Social Media Work for You’ – 1.5 Hours (CPD accreditation to be confirmed)

“From the basics of identifying target audiences and choosing the right platform through the use of influencers to
promote messages to as wide a market as possible”
Speaker: Emma Waddingham, Director, Emma Waddingham Consulting
Date/Time: Wednesday 25 June 2014 at 6.00pm – Registration from 5.45pm
In conjunction with Emma Waddingham Consulting
Venue: To be confirmed To register, contact Emma Waddingham by e-mail: emma@emmawaddingham.com
Details for July’s Members’ Forum are currently being finalised. This will be advertised on the Society’s website
(www.cardifflaw.org) and via the Society’s regular e-newsletters – So keep posted and book your places!
Forums are open to all members of Cardiff & District Law Society, irrespective of their expertise.

PLEASE SUPPORT THEM! IT’S THAT EASY! NOTHING TO PAY!
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CONFEDERATION OF SOUTH WALES LAW SOCIETIES

PRESIDENT’S REPORT JUNE 2014
Why do those matters which have sat on your desk assume an inordinate urgency when going on holiday and
have to be dealt with immediately? Well... dealt with they were before leaving for my holiday in Crete to visit
my daughter and her family. Consequently I did not have time to compile my bi – monthly contribution to Legal
News so I thought I would send a postcard from the edge of Europe, well almost and the island that is Crete.

Crete is the Island of Zeus, king of the
gods and an island of sunshine. The
temperature is presently 30 degrees,
lemon and olive trees are before me
and the very blue Mediterranean
sea is easily visible and a short
distance away. This is the view from
my daughter Melissa’s home and is
very different to the view from the
Caerphilly office of Glamorgan Law
LLP. Caerphilly Castle is easily visible
and impressive in a very different way
and usually bathed in grey!
In comparison to the antiquities
of Crete the castle at Caerphilly is
a relatively modern building. The
fort at Aptera, just a short distance
from Chania, dates back to the
time of Arcadia and Antiquity. The
fort is set on a hill not far from the
main highway and the site was well
known to Phoenicians, Romans
Venetians and Turks. It is not hard
to imagine it as a busy market and
dwelling place but now it is a haven
of tranquillity overlooking the deep
blue Mediterranean Sea. The view
is just spectacular. The palace of
Knossos, the reputed home of the

Minoan kings, is on the other side of
the island at Heraklion and well worth
a visit, as are their summer palaces
at Phaestos and Gouryths. Crete is
also the place of the Dictean cave,
hiding place of the child Zeus who
was protected by the nymphs from his
baby-eating father, Cronus, King of
the Titans, stuff of legends and Greek
mythology.
Wales also has its ancient myths and
legends and most will be familiar
with the tales of The Mabinogion.
Crete like Wales is part of a bigger
nation but there is no indication that
Crete is seeking political autonomy.
Also both Crete and Wales are
incorporated through Greece and the
UK into the European Union. When
in conversation it soon becomes
apparent that Crete and Wales
face similar problems. The influx of
foreign labour is seen to have forced
down wages with immigrants being
prepared to work longer hours for
less pay. There are legal protections
of course by way of the minimum
wage but this is not always complied
with. Also both have benefited from

financial assistance provided by their
association with Europe by way of
substantial grant aid which has been
used to improve the infra- structure of
both areas. Unfortunately Crete, as
part of Greece, has been left with a
huge debt. Despite this there seems
to be a general consensus that these
problems have to be worked through
and that their membership of the
European Union is here to stay.
On the home front I would state
that I was dismayed that criminal
lawyers could not maintain a united
front in the fight against the cut
backs being imposed in relation to
Criminal Legal aid funding. Despite
a strong campaign being mounted,
it seems the criminal bar capitulated
when a more advantageous deal
was offered to them. It seems
that the new measures as far as
the bar is concerned are not to be
implemented immediately. Criminal
solicitors were left to continue with
the fight alone. It seems that this was
not a unanimous decision and the
majority vote prevailed. Unfortunately
this is indicative of the dog eat dog,

every man for himself philosophy
which prevails throughout the legal
profession and which has resulted
in a reduction of legal fees over the
years. Financial cuts will inevitably
curtail the man in the street’s
access to justice. The existence of
the high street practitioner is further
threatened by such cutbacks and
one wonders for how much longer
will there be sufficient funds and
accessibility to support a client’s not
guilty plea.
Anyway these matters are far too
serious for a girl who is on holiday...
the sun sea and Cretan cuisine await.
Not to mention the village wine of the
house of Makrakkh. Must make the
most of it whilst I can!
Hope you can all make the
Confederation’s annual summer
party, this year to be held at the
Swalec Stadium on 26th September see page 9 for further details. n
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CARDIFF AND DISTRICT LAW SOCIETY

PRESIDENT’S
LETTER
So, my year as President has passed, I have given up the helm and a new man has taken up the reins. And judging
by the speech he made on assuming the mantle, the Society is in safe hands with Tom Danter at the wheel.
(What are metaphors for if not for mixing?)

My final duty was to chair the
Society’s AGM, which was held on
15 May at Entrecote, followed by the
Council dinner. The AGM marked the
retirement from Council of Emma
Braithwaite and Cathryn Davies.
Emma retired from the office of
Treasurer and Chris Davison was
elected in her place. Many thanks
go to Emma for her contribution
over the last couple of years, and to
Chris for accepting the nomination.
Cathryn has retired after many years’
service on Council and her valued
contribution will be missed.

confess to the unforgiveable faux pas
of having forgotten the ceremonial
badge of office, without which the
inauguration was incomplete. I am
ashamed to admit that, not only did
I not remember to take with me it in
the morning, I did not think about it
until I arrived at the AGM and saw the
others proudly wearing theirs! My only
excuse is that I had had a four day
trial that finished that day so I was a
little distracted. Fortunately, the day
was saved by Helen whose mercy
dash delivered the “gong” to enable
me to complete the handover.

The AGM also noted the remarkable
achievement of Wynford Charles,
a former Council member and
office holder, for having been on
the Solicitors’ Roll for 50 years. The
milestone was marked by the award
of life membership of the Society.

We then had a very good meal.
Unfortunately, the quality of the food was
not matched by the calibre of the jokes
that followed it. Kevin Greer’s laudable
attempt to raise the level of discourse by
introducing logical problems foundered
on the amount of alcohol that had by
that time been consumed.

And so we moved on to the formal
business of my retirement and Tom’s
appointment. At this point, I had to
4
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I much enjoyed the meal so booked
to eat again at Entrecote to celebrate
LEGAL NEWS

my son’s 14th birthday, and again
had lovely food. It helps that, as I
am a member of the Society, we got
25% off the food! The members’
benefits are now so extensive that
it is worth having membership for
them alone. (For further details see
the “Members’ Benefits” page on the
website). I take no credit for this as
we have to thank the considerable
efforts of, Michael Walters, Emma
Waddingham and Clive Thomas for
securing the substantial discounts.
The number of eateries participating
is still growing, which is good news
when you have two strapping boys
to feed. (Memo to firms who have
yet to join – in addition to the usual
reasons for joining, firm membership
is an inexpensive way of providing
worthwhile benefits to staff!).
The next Society event on 13 June
is an evening at Chepstow races
followed by music from Jools Holland,
which Helen and I are looking forward
to. The last occasion Helen went

to the races, at Ludlow, she won
the Tote and acquired a handbag
with the winnings. Given my lack of
success when gambling, Helen will
be laying all our bets. Lightening does
occasionally strike twice!
Though not in any official capacity, I
attended an event held by the Law
Society and JLD giving an insight into
what some Cardiff firms look for in
a trainee, and what alternative ways
there are of pursuing a career in the law.
Unsurprisingly, the qualities expected
in a trainee were much the same
irrespective of the firm, but I particularly
liked Clive Thomas’ practical tips –
such as remembering to change your
email address if it isn’t likely to impress
a prospective employer.
Well, that’s all from me. I enjoyed my
year as President and look forward to
working with Tom. n
Simon Cradick
Simon.Cradick@blm-law.com
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CHANCERY LANE
UPDATE
The May meeting of council took place on a beautiful spring day which
heralded the first warm spell of the year.
Desmond
Hudson,
who
has
provided such strong leadership
for the solicitors’ profession as
chief executive of the Law Society
since 2006 is retiring later this
year. Arrangements are being
made to appoint his successor.
The advertisements will have been
published by the time you read this.
The plan is for the appointment to be
announced in the middle of July so
the new chief executive will take over
sometime during the autumn.
One person who won’t be appointed
is Patricia Greer, who was, until
the beginning of May, the chief of
corporate affairs and regarded as
Des’s deputy. She was an able woman
who had worked in the Downing Street
policy unit but she disdained council
members. During one presentation
to council she stated that she and
her team would take on board what
council members had said when they
developed Law Society policy. Since
council members regard themselves
as the policy makers of the Law
Society, her remark was not wellreceived. At last December’s AGM
she was named as the person from
Chancery Lane who met the MoJ
last summer and allegedly struck a
secret deal over criminal legal aid. I
don’t know whether this was true but
I do know that she was not a friend
of Wales. She was invited to all 8
meetings of the Wales committee
which took place when she was in
post but attended only a part of the
last one. She didn’t attend the council
meeting in Cardiff either.
There is a new chief executive of the
SRA, Paul Philip. I’m told that he’s
made a favourable first impression
but he’s made a mistake with the
reform of CPD. Earlier this year,
the SRA consulted on its proposals
to reform CPD. It offered 3 future
models of CPD and the existing
6
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regime was not an option. The SRA
favoured option 1. This does away
with the requirement for mandatory
CPD hours and replaces it with the
concept of competence, which is
enshrined as Outcome 1.5 of the SRA
Code of Conduct. Guidance would be
offered to the profession, presumably
in the form of indicative behaviours,
to illustrate how the outcome of
continuing competence through CPD
may be achieved.
The education and training committee,
on which I serve, the Law Society and
most respondents to the consultation
opposed option 1. We fear that in an
increasingly competitive business
environment in which non-solicitors
move into the business done
traditionally by solicitors, it would be
unwise to jettison the requirement
for mandatory CPD hours. After all,
the profession would argue that the
public would receive a better standard
of service by seeking legal advice
from a solicitor but that argument
would be hard to sustain if there was
no mandatory CPD requirement for
solicitors when there is one for other
advisers, such as accountants and
barristers. Nevertheless, Paul Philip
has announced that the SRA board
has approved option 1, which will
become operative in the autumn of
2016. He conceded that the majority
of respondents had opposed option
1 but dismissed them as “CPD
providers”. This suggests that they
have a vested interest in offering
unnecessary CPD to solicitors. But
although there are commercial CPD
providers who fit that description,
most CPD providers are firms who
LEGAL NEWS

provide CPD for their staff and local
law societies, who provide it for their
members. Their views should not be
dismissed so lightly.
The SRA consulted on the CPD
proposals for a period of 8
weeks. Four SRA consultations
which opened in May, on multidisciplinary practices, eligibility to
claim on the Compensation Fund,
changes to minimum compulsory
PII cover and on the removal of
the mandatory requirement of
providing an accountant’s report
to the SRA annually, are subject to
a 6 week consultation period. This
is not enough time for voluntary
organisations such as local law
societies to respond with thoughtful
and sensible contributions. This
shift to short consultations is to be
deplored as it discourages responses.
Further, it is misleading for the SRA
to claim, as it has done, that they
have shortened their consultation
periods in line with the government’s
reduction in its consultation periods.
The government has simply stated
that the old 12 week norm for
consultations should not always
apply, not that it never should.
At the end of 2014 the chair of the
SRA, Charles Plant, will retire and his
successor must be appointed. The
Legal Services Board has required
the Law Society to amend its Internal
Governance Rules (IGR), which govern
the relationship between the Law
Society and SRA, to provide that future
chairs of the SRA are laypeople, not
solicitors. They also require a majority
of the SRA board to be laypeople.

With reluctance, council passed the
necessary amendment to the IGR.
Most of us thought that the best
person should be appointed chair of
the SRA, irrespective of whether he
or she is a solicitor. Furthermore, we
suspect that most solicitors feel that
neither Peter Williamson, the first
SRA chair, nor Charles Plant have
done solicitors any regulatory favours
so there is no reason to think that
another solicitor chair would do so.
Nonetheless we accepted that there
are tensions between a professional
membership organisation and a
professional regulator and since
this decision was one which was of
regulatory significance, this was not a
battle we should fight with the Legal
Services Board.
We received the annual report of the
Equality and Diversity committee,
which is lengthening its name by
adding the words “and Inclusivity”.
This committee does excellent work
which is not always appreciated. I
chaired one of its Firms’ Diversity
Fora at Capital Tower on 13 May and
the session from Mencap Cymru on
taking instructions from clients with
learning difficulties was a real eyeopener. Some 70,000 people in Wales
suffer from learning difficulties and
only 10,000 receive the necessary
support. Since they are vulnerable
they can easily become entangled in
criminal activity and the percentage
of prisoners with learning difficulties
(which I’ve forgotten) was too high and
too shocking. The constant cutting of
civil and criminal legal aid will leave
people with learning difficulties with
even less support in future. This is
unacceptable in a civilised society
which claims to uphold the rule of
law. n
David Dixon
DixonD@cardiff.ac.uk
Twitter: @saldixie
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Confederation of South Wales
Law Societies CPD Courses for 2014
In association with the University of South Wales
Thursday 25th September
Criminal Law Review (7 CPD Hrs)
Speakers to include:
• His Honour judge Richard Twomlow, Resident Judge, Merthyr Crown Court
• John Charles Rees QC, Barrister at Law
• Trudy McBride, Consultant, Colin Jones Clarke & Hartland
• Catrin Evans, Head of Complex Casework Unit,
Crown Prosecution Services
• 9, Park Place Chambers
• Wayne Williams LLB MBA, cpm21
Members £125 Non-Members £165 (including lunch)
Thursday 9th October (am)
Introduction to Immigration Law (4 CPD hrs)
A seminar for practitioners who appear in the Immigration & Asylum
tribunals. Speakers, Geraint Williams & Katryn Devonald-Davies,
Directors at LEXIUM
Members £70 Non-Members £85
Thursday 9th October (pm)
Family Law Review/Update (3 CPD Hrs)
Speakers to include.
• District Judge John Doel
• Jennifer Robinson, Barrister at Law, Cathedral Chambers
• Hayley Daniel, Barrister at Law, Cathedral Chambers
Members £65 Non-Members £85

Thursday 23rd October
Civil Law Review (7 CPD Hrs)
Speakers will include:
• His Honour Judge Anthony Seys-Llewellyn QC,
Designated Civil Judge, Cardiff Civil Justice Centre
• Simon Cradick, Partner, blmlaw
• Michael Imperato, Senior Associate, Watkins & Gunn
• Catrin Evans, Head of Complex Casework Unit,
Crown Prosecution Service
• Wayne Williams LLB MBA and Paul Jones, cpm21
• Anne-Louise Ferguson, Managing Solicitor/Assistant Director
NWSSP Legal & Risks
• Janet Lavelle, Regional Manager & Costs Lawyer, John M. Hayes,
• 30 Park Place Chambers
Members £125 Non-Members £165 (including lunch)
All courses will be held in the Chairman’s Suite,
Cardiff City Stadium, Leckwith, with Ample FREE parking

Sponsored by:

FREE LUNCH If you attend both Immigration AND Family Law at
just £125 for members, £165 non-members

BOOKING FORM

Confederation of South Wales Law Societies – 2014 CPD Courses

Full Name: ………………………………………………………		

Firm: …………………………………………………………………

Tel: …………………………………………………………………		

Email (PLEASE PRINT) …………..…………………………………..

Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...............
…………………………………………………………………....... 		

DX Number: ………………............................................

I/We should like to book:
........ places
........ places
........ places
........ places

CRIMINAL LAW REVIEW 25th September 2014 Members £125/Non-members £165
INTRODUCTION TO IMMIGRATION LAW 9th October 2014 (am) Members £70/Non-members £85
FAMILY LAW REVIEW 9th October 2014 (pm) Members £65/Non-members £85
CIVIL LAW REVIEW 23rd October 2014 Members £125/Non-members £165

Note: Bookings cannot be accepted without payment
Please make cheques payable to “The Confederation of South Wales Law Societies”
Return to: Michael Walters, 34 Ty Fry Gardens, Cardiff, CF3 3NQ (DX33029 Cardiff)
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UPDATES

Cardiff and District Law Society
Annual General Meeting

The Society’s 129th Annual General
Meeting was held on 15th May 2014.
The following offers were elected:President:
Thomas A Danter
Senior Vice President:
David Dixon
Junior Vice President:
Paul Hopkins
Treasurer
Christopher Davison
Hon. Secretary/ Social Secretary
Richard Fisher
Assistant Hon. Secretary
(Membership and IT) Kevin Greer
Assistant Hon. Secretary
(Legal Aid) Trudy McBride
Assistant Hon. Secretary
(Regulatory) Hugh Price

Assistant Hon. Secretary
(Website) Clive Thomas
Anne-Louise Ferguson and Marie
Seaborne were elected as Council
Members. Cathryn Davies, Gerard
Griffiths and Shan Jones retired as
Council Members.
Emma Braithwaite, who stepped
down from the position of Treasurer
at the meeting, was thanked for her
contribution to the Society over the
last two years and was presented with
a gift in recognition thereof.
At the Council meeting held on the
same day, Andrew Cross, Solicitor to
the BMA in Wales , was co-opted as a
Council Member.
At the same meeting, it was also
unanimously agreed that Wynford
Charles should be appointed as a Life
Member of the Society. n

m

PW Media & Publishing

GET YOUR
BUSINESS NOTICED
If you would like to advertise
in LEGAL NEWS please
contact Alison Jones on:

Tel: 01905 727907
ALI@pw-media.co.uk
LEGAL NEWS
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The CON29DW Providing all the answers

Developed in consultation with the Law Society and containing
authoritative data from the relevant water company, the
CON29DW Drainage and Water Enquiry provides conveyancers
with all the information they need to provide peace of mind for
home buyers, lenders and the reputation of their own practice.
Crucial information
The CON29DW offers underwritten and guaranteed property-level information, alerting home buyers to possible risks. With a clear
trail of responsibility back to the water companies, there is no need for purchasers to buy any additional insurance to cover their
investment.
Details of the report include:
• accurate locations of assets displayed on separate maps for drainage and water (official Ordnance Survey maps)
• adoption agreements relating to the assets
• property drainage and water connections
• likelihood of internal sewer flooding
• water quality and pressure
• an indication of issues that could affect value of the property and the potential for future development
Unlimited liability*
As the CON29DW comes with unlimited liability, there
is no need for buyers to take out additional insurance.
Case study: In one example, the CON29DW failed to
disclose that the property was not actually connected to
a public sewer, but instead drained to an old septic tank,
that was beyond repair. Under the Terms and Conditions
of the report, the water company covered the cost of
connecting the property to the public sewer. Had the
owners not used the CON29DW, they would have had to
pay these costs themselves.

*Please note that when the report is used for land only transactions,
the water company’s entire liability is limited to £5,000.

Issues limiting future development
(and value!)
A water main or public sewer within the property’s
boundary, or in close proximity, could mean that
further building work is limited. For sewers a build over
agreement would be required, and water mains would
need to be moved (at considerable cost).
Case study: When a recent CON29DW stated there
were no water mains within a property’s boundary,
this was later found to be incorrect. The discovery of a
water main in the garden meant the property could not
be extended as planned. The Terms and Conditions of
the report meant the owner was completely protected,
however, and the water company covered all costs of
diverting the main.

Geodesys provide the CON29DW for all properties in England and Wales as well as being a reseller of a wide
range of search reports. For further information, please contact Lauren Lieser on 07885 135314.
10
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Wales-based Law Firms optimise
with Digital Dictation from

Fulfilling client deadlines, increasing administrative practices and out-of-office commitment
secretaries and the associated document production process. Being traditional users of dic
audio transcription process and are often skill-set to process speech files into typed, forma
The commercial challenge of remote
working and increasingly demanding
client deadlines have resulted in
many law firms adopting advanced
Digital Dictation technology to provide
both clearer and more “profiled”
speech files and articulated typed
files; resulting in a complete speechto-document solution that not only
encrypts and protects sensitive
information, but also creates a
configurable document production
infrastructure to manage workloads
and route work inter-departmentally.
Several law firms, previously analogue
“tape-based” users, have adopted
Digital Dictation to meet a variety
of administrative and commercial

objectives. Berry Smith LLP is an
award-winning Cardiff-based law firm
who has continued to grow in size and
specialisms; resulting it being critical
to the firm to have the latest in-house
technology to maintain optimum
standards and client care. Alison Hoy,
Chief Executive, called on Birminghambased dictation specialist, SpeechWrite
Digital, who upgraded their existing
analogue system to a digital solution
- incorporating all elements of both
author dictation devices and document
processing Transcription software from
market-leader - Philips.
Portable digital recorders meant
that fee-earners could record a full
dictation in the industry renowned DSS

format, which could be prioritised and
encrypted whilst off-site using in-device
menu navigation and similarly, the
electronic nature of the Philips solution
meant that on sourcing an internet
connection, the fee-earner could also
send the dictated file to the secretarial
pool for immediate processing,
eliminating the need to return to the
office, which would further prolong the
document turnaround time.
DJM Law in Swansea identified the
need for a more time efficient and
output-productive workflow system
over their tape-based techniques and
sought a system that was ergonomic,
kept training and configuration
tasks to a minimum and allowed

SpeechWrite Digital – award winning Digital Dictation
and Speech Recognition for your Law Firm
A leading Midlands Dictation provider and accredited Master Digital Centre
for Philips, SpeechWrite Digital has earned their reputation for excellence
in consultation, service, support and product development and is now
recognised as major player in digital dictation markets.
Traditionally supplying and installing dictation and speech recognition
solutions into law firms and corporates, SpeechWrite seized the business
potential to offer the same technical investment to SMEs that had previously
only been provided to larger solicitors and Top 100 firms.
Unique to competing solutions providers, SpeechWrite affirm a one-on-one
approach with clients; Project Managers are assigned to identify respective
commercial, systems and training requirements. This approach has enabled
growth into larger corporate enterprises; SpeechWrite has recently installed
into some the largest legal organisations in the UK (Freshfields LLP, Wright
Hassall) with measurable commercial advantages such as quickened
document turnaround time, optimised file security, enhanced remote
working and increased response time to clients.
SpeechWrite’s reputation continues to grow; mainly by client referrals, but
also by being sector-renowned for constant technology vigilance within
legal markets. Supported by a host of sales partners, leading dictation

12
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manufacturer Philips is at the forefront of their product and solution
portfolio. Having won countless sales, marketing and technical awards from
the dictation giant, SpeechWrite and Philips continue to boast a sound
and dynamic relationship to ensure that customers benefit from the joint
expertise and technical know-how.
Why choose SpeechWrite Digital?
• SpeechWrite has the most experienced team with over 50
cumulative years in digital dictation and speech recognition installations,
all of whom undergo systemic OEM and Partner product, IT developments
and solutions training.
• SpeechWrite has a large installation portfolio: from High-St
Practices to large legal corporates; all with amazing referrals.
• SpeechWrite has the technical expertise to implement
systems overhaul and organisational configuration with unrivalled
technical support packages. n
Contact SpeechWrite for a no-obligation consultation.
Tel. 0121 236 2626 www.speechwrite.com
@Speechwrite_com info@speechwrite.com

ADVERTORIAL

optimise off-site working
SpeechWrite

ts are part of a law firm’s challenges when managing a team of fee-earners,
ctation techniques, solicitors are familiar with the file recording and
al documents.
productive home-working tasks.
After adopting a Digital Dictation
solution from SpeechWrite, Sharon
Chesby, Support Services for the
firm, saw immediate benefits of the
Philips SpeechExec Pro Transcription
– a “job-list” oriented solution which
allowed secretaries to view a profile
of received dictated files - dictation
length, priority level, confidentiality,
type of dictation and the author were
visible – allowing the secretary to
better manage task-time – tackling
the longer dictations when time
allowed and allowing urgent files to be
processed first. Sharon comments:

“Digital dictation has brought a more
efficient turnaround time of work to
the firm. Work can be distributed
easily; it allows urgent dictations to be
categorised under work types so the
secretarial team are able to manage
prioritisations, control workloads and
plan other tasks around their typing
– streamlining our processes. It has
also proved superior in terms of audio
quality which has improved the speed
of transcription with clearer, more
coherent sound files.”
Carmarthen-based Ungoed-Thomas
King also saw commercial benefits of

appointing a digital system; analogue
tapes were being misplaced or
becoming physically damaged and
the basic, anonymous nature of the
recordings meant that urgent work
could not be prioritised quickly without
having to play-back the entire tape’s
recording – wasting considerable
time. Ruth Lewis, Director for the firm,
appointed SpeechWrite the task of
overhauling their dated and restricted
analogue system for a digitalised
Philips solution. Ruth comments on
the improved technology and firm
benefits: “SpeechExec Pro dictation
and transcription software has

LEGAL NEWS

allowed us to identify where work is
building up and reallocate accordingly;
secretaries are able to work for varying
fee-earners where workload requires
– allowing work to be done quicker to
meet the needs of business.” n
Contact SpeechWrite for more
information about digital dictation or
an on-site demo:
Tel. 0121 236 2626
email: info@speechwrite.com
Twitter: @SpeechWrite_com
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Discriminating Against
Depression and Recovery
At LawCare we are faced daily with
lawyers in crisis. Stress at work may have
led to mental illness, most commonly
depression, many have turned to
alcohol for solace and developed a
dangerous addiction. We provide the
necessary support, information, advice
and referral and with the help of our
volunteers, we guide the caller through
the process of recovery.
It is immensely rewarding to receive
that call or letter which tells us that the
suffering lawyer is fully recovered and
eager to take a full role in the profession
once more. Unfortunately more and
more former LawCare clients are finding
that their history of mental illness and
/ or addiction becomes a barrier to
employment. Despite the fact that
the 1996 Disability Discrimination Act
makes it illegal to discriminate on the
grounds of mental health, 47% of people
with past mental health problems
report that they have experienced
discrimination and difficulty getting a
job because of it.
In a 1998 survey, 200 personnel
managers were asked to assess the

LEANER AND
MEANER?
You may have seen reports in the legal
press that the number of practising
solicitors in England and Wales fell last
year for only the second time in 50 years.
The statistics, which are contained
in the Law Society’s Annual Statistics
Report 2013, show that in London, the
East of England and Yorkshire there
was no fall in the number of PC holders.
The largest fall in numbers, a decline of
2.3%, was in Wales.
The number of PC holders in Wales fell
from 3,835 in July 2012 to 3,748 in
July 2013. Sadly, this is unsurprising.
Although the number of PC holders
in England and Wales as a whole has
fallen only twice since 1960 (in 1973
by 0.07% and in 2013, by 0.9%), the
number of PC holders in Wales has
fallen 4 times in the past 20 years - in
1998, 2001, 2002 and 2013. The fall in
numbers in 2013 is the largest of them.
The Law Society also records the number
14
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employment prospects of two (fictional)
job applicants. The applications were
identical except that one applicant had
diabetes, and one had recovered from
depression. The applicant who had
recovered from depression was seen as
“significantly less employable” than the
applicant who had diabetes. Statistics
bear this out. 33% of people with long
term health problems such as diabetes
and MS are in employment, as against
only 13% of those with mental health
problems.
Employers are naturally wary of what
they do not know or understand.
In today’s competitive and strictly
regulated profession, they need to be
certain that their staff are reliable and
competent. A better understanding
of certain health issues on their part
could benefit hundreds of lawyers
who find themselves regarded with
suspicion because of past problems.
Those suffering from, or recently
recovered from, depression or other
mental illnesses need to be treated with
fairness and understanding, and given
every opportunity to rebuild their lives
and careers.

of admitted staff working in private
practice. This excludes solicitors working
in the Welsh, Westminster and local
governments, commerce and industry,
the not-for-profit sector and locums
who are between jobs. In 2013 there
were 2,848 solicitors working in private
practice in Wales. This represents a fall
of 3.3%. The number of solicitors working
in private practice in Wales has fallen in 7
of the past 20 years.
What does this tell us? The obvious
conclusion is that the businesses of
solicitors’ firms in Wales are more sensitive
to changes in the market than their
English counterparts. This vulnerability
may be due to several factors: the size of
firm, the geography and topography of the
country, the effect of court closures and
the type of work done in most practices
and so on. For instance, smaller firms
may have lower profit margins and be
less robust and able to absorb changes
in working practices and cuts to their fees
than larger firms.
Wales certainly has a high proportion of
small firms. According to the statistics,
there were 178 sole practitioners and
232 firms in Wales with between 2 - 4
LEGAL NEWS

Some pointers for employers:
• Many people associate mental
illness with a tendency to be violent
and dangerous – in reality the most
violent and dangerous section of society
are young men who drink to excess
regularly.
• The main symptoms of depression
are lethargy, an inability to concentrate
and lack of motivation. If a previously
depressed lawyer is recovered enough
to feel that he wants to work, then he is
probably well able to do so.
• Work – if not too stressful – is
beneficial to recovery for most forms of
mental illness. Being flexible regarding
hours and the type of work undertaken
can help enormously.
• As lawyers, Partners are in no
position to make a medical diagnosis
or to speculate about the effects of the
illness on their employees or potential
employees. Asking staff to have a
medical is the most practical way to
assess their state of health.
• Ask for LawCare’s free publication
“Back to the Beehive”, which contains
a wealth of helpful information about
helping a stressed or depressed
colleague back into the workplace.
Some pointers for Employees:• If you are fully recovered, don’t
mention your past mental health
problem unless you are specifically
asked. After all, do you tell your

partners in 2013. As for larger firms, of
those whose head offices were in Wales,
51 firms had between 5 - 10 partners,
10 had between 11 - 25 partners and
only 2 had between 25 - 60 partners.
The total number of firms based in
Wales was 473, 17 fewer than at the
corresponding time in 2012.
The statistics for 2013 relate to a
period before the impact on firms of the
expansion of and fee cuts within the
fast track personal injury portals and
the cuts in legal aid in civil and family
work became apparent. Since then, the
loss of income arising from those cuts
has affected firms and the 8% cut in
criminal legal aid has bitten, too - and
there’s more (or is it less?) to come. The
reduction in the number of practising
solicitors and firms in Wales looks likely
to continue.
Since the Law Society’s annual statistics
show what the market was like in the
July of the preceding year, it is necessary
to look at other data to gain an idea of
what the market is like now. The SRA
keeps monthly records of the number
of solicitors and firms in England and
Wales. These show that the number of

interviewer that you had a dose of flu
two years ago?
• If you are asked, make sure the
potential employer is aware of all of
the facts about the illness. Give him
a leaflet if you can. A recent survey
showed that 30% of people don’t know
the difference between mental illness
and mental disability – despite the fact
that one in four people will experience
mental illness in any given year.
The overall message is simple – don’t
throw the baby away with the bathwater.
Lawyers who have had good lives
and successful careers can return to
that state given the right motivation,
treatment and support. Don’t waste
all the time and money that has been
invested in progressing their careers
by running away from the issues facing
them – face them honestly and work
with the lawyers towards achieving and
maintaining their recovery.
LawCare offers support and advice on
health issues to all members of the
legal profession, their staff and families.
The free and confidential helpline is
open from 9.00 a.m. to 7.30 p.m on
weekdays and 10.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m.
at weekends and on public holidays.
The number to call is 0800 279 6888.
There is also a comprehensive website
at www.lawcare.org.uk. n

PC holders in England and Wales has
risen by 1,500 since July 2013, though
they do not state the distribution of the
population of solicitors. But the number
of businesses in private practice in
England and Wales has fallen, from
10,866 last July to 10,546 in April. The
greatest fall has been in the number of
sole practitioners, who make up 28% of
solicitors’ businesses, and partnerships,
which make up 24% of solicitors’
businesses. The business medium which
continues to grow is the incorporated
company - a further sign that the
provision of legal services is changing.
Does any light flicker amongst these
gloomy statistics? Yes. The number of
training contracts registered in England
and Wales rose from 4,869 to 5,302 that’s about the same number as at the
turn of the century. In Wales the number
rose by 26% from 98 in 2011/12 to 126
in 2012/13 - that’s about 85% of the
number of training contracts registered
annually in Wales before the credit
crunch. Let’s hope that the trainees’
futures are brighter than they currently
appear. n
David Dixon

LIFESTYLE

RESTAURANT REVIEW
• Entrecote Café de Paris, Mermaid Quay
• Razzi Restaurant at the Hilton Hotel, Cardiff
the AGM and again we had some
very good French dishes including a
particular nicely presented French
onion soup and tasty Duck Confit.

Following
the
tremendously
successful efforts by Michael Walters
and Emma Waddingham in obtaining
membership benefits for us with
restaurants and hotels in Cardiff, I
thought it would be a dereliction of
my duty if I did not try out their wares.
Michael and I visited Entrecote Café
de Paris for lunch in February and
were delighted at the refurbishment of
the interior which gives a very French
feeling, with art deco influences but
in a very light and cheerful room
enhanced by the magnificent mirrors.
We were also shown the private
dining and meeting facilities which
comprise of two rooms which are
suitable for dining for up to 12 people
in classically decorated surroundings

although one has a mirror which turns
into a flat screen! There is also the
Saint Cloud Suite which is a much
larger room but can be divided into
two. All these rooms are served by
a private bar. So impressed were we
with the facilities that we immediately
booked the Confederation AGM and
the Cardiff and District Law Society
AGM at this venue.
When Mike and I visited, they were
still putting together a new more
French-look menu (at that time, the
main courses started with a pasta
dish), but we still had some very
French dishes including an excellent
ham hock terrine and moules
mariniere. The Confederation also
held its Council Dinner here after

Given its location and prices and
the fact that you will get a 25%
discount on all food on production
of your Platinum Card, I heartily
recommend you to visit. Entrecote is
part of a group which includes Senor
Valentino, the Bayside Brasserie,
Bellinis and Mimosa and the discount
applies to all these restaurants.
We continued our arduous journey
by then visiting the Razzi Restaurant
at the Hilton. It is some years since I
have eaten in the evening here and
I was pleasantly surprised with the
choices on the menu and the quality.
The four of us had excellent starters
including very good pheasant pate
and a generous serving of crab on
bruschetta. The Prawn Cocktail came
with a tangy sauce but the prawns were
a tad on the small size. I ordered the
Barnsley Chop for the main and I was

delighted to find that this was actually
three good thick lamb chops which
were cooked perfectly to the requested
medium rare. A fillet of black bream
was interestingly served with nice spicy
egg noodles and wok fried Chinese
greens. A particularly nice dessert was
the Lemon Curd syllabub which was
creamy and indulgent but with a good
sharp tangy finish.
Be sure to ask for a table in the
conservatory area – there cannot be
anywhere in the City Centre which
gets as close to outdoor dining
without you getting wet!
The Hilton is offering a generous 25%
discount on both food and drink.
Check the Cardiff and District Law
Society website for further details of
both these membership benefits and
many others and remember always
to mention your Platinum Card on
arrival. n
Richard Fisher

BREAKING NEWS – New membership Benefit
La Tasca, The Brewery Quarter, Cardiff City Centre
I was delighted to be invited to
consider a ‘partnership’ between
LaTasca and The Cardiff & District Law
Society. But, not half as delighted as
I was after dining at their restaurant.
Although their General Manager is a
Welshman, both the theme and staff
are totally Spanish. Carl, or soon to
be re-branded ‘Carlos’ by head office,
was a perfect ‘mine host’.
LaTasca bar and restaurant boasts
‘Authentic Spanish Tapas’ . It’s a
Spanish Revolution! There’s simply
nothing more Spanish than spending
your precious time with family and
friends sharing home-cooked dishes.
After their first venture in Manchester
in 1993 LaTasca now has in excess of

40 restaurants in the UK, with others
in the USA. They host ‘Fiesta Nights’
when they stay open late to just drink
or dine ‘n dance.
My personal choice in Spanish
dining always favours tapas to share.
LaTasca certainly has an incredible
choice with delicacies from the sea,
field, and vegetable garden.
From the sea I chose LANGOSTINOS
(Andalucía), wild Patagonian tiger
prawns, salt baked over a piping-hot
planche, £5.85.
From the field, ‘SALSA’ chicken wings,
spiced with a Smokey flavour at £4.60
Also from the field selection,
‘ABONDIGAS’ (Madrid) beef & pork

meatballs in a rich slow cooked
tomato sauce, (to die for!) £4.95.
From the vegetable garden, CROQUETAS
de MANCHEGO’ (Toledo), hand crumbed
with three month-aged Manchego
cheese and fresh spinach, £4.40
Although the house recommend three
tapas dishes per person to share, my
final and fifth selection was ‘POTATAS
BRAVAS con ALIOLI’ (Espana) fried
potato, with spicy tomato sauce and
roasted garlic mayonnaise , just
£2.95, this was more than enough for
the both of us.
Even though two of us ate very
heartily, we couldn’t clear everything
and nothing to do with the quality. It
was excellent value for money.
LEGAL NEWS

Both my son and I have a taste for
Rioja and so seeing the manager’s
recommendation of Campo Viejo was a
pleasing read, £25 per bottle. Spanish
wine that certainly complimented the
Spanish food. It was therefore a ‘NoBrainer’ that I welcome LaTasca as
being the latest to be included on the
ever growing ‘Members Benefits’ list.
LaTasca offer ALL members of the
Cardiff & District Law Society:• 25% off drinks, ALL day, every day
• 25% off food, ALL day every day
(excluding set menus)
• You simply have to show your
PLATINUM membership card to a
staff member.
Join now at cardifflaw.org n
Michael Walters
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